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clutter
We handed three lucky readers’ toughest
organizational problems—a dysfunctional
foyer, a frustrating pantry, and an
overstuffed closet—to the experts.
Their solutions are so smart and easy
to steal, we can all win the war on clutter.

cured!
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boo charging station juices

The Expansia Wall Hook gives you
nine hooks with just a couple of
nail holes. $35; umbra.com

cause her home lacks a foyer,
ader Erin Liss tried to create one
ing a bookcase and a bench on
e wall of her living room. But
e solution didn’t stick. “It gets
ttered quickly every day, despite
y best eﬀorts. Piles start taking
er the floor. It drives me crazy,”
e said. Organizing expert Jen
nes doubled the storage space
thout adding a single square foot
replacing the dinky bookcase
th a tall cabinet, which she
cked out with spots for a whole
mily’s worth of bags, papers,
d electronic devices.

e #1: The Entry

Lack of closed
storage makes this
makeshif t foyer look
messy all the time.

BEFORE

Better Homes and Gardens

holds everything Mom and
Dad need to keep things
humming along, including
a charging station and a
two-tiered sorter for mail
and papers. Half the wall
organizer is for keys and
supplies; the other side
is a corkboard for notes,
schedules, and a calendar.

2 The upper cabinet

carpentry pro to make
a piece of furniture work
the way you want it to.
Removing a shelf turned
this cookie-cutter cabinet
into something unique
and even more functional.
Billy Bookcase with Doors,
$159.99; ikea.com

1 You don’t have to be a

Jen Jones’ smart
solution combines open
and closed storage to
create a lovely landing
spot for a busy family.

Warm
welcome

The Universal Expert Stool
is seat and shoe storage in
one sleek package. $160;
westelm.com

4

Decorative
paper
snazzes up
the back of
a cabinet.
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PRETTIFIED

A bin that
breathes is a
good choice
for mittens,
hats, and
scarves.

STOW IT
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Industrial-strength Bjarnum
hooks fold down for use or up
and out of the way. $9.99 for
three; ikea.com
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Customize an organi

Magnetic
strips keep
key papers
in view.

STICK UP

A chest of drawers sized
perfectly for spice bottles.
$40; surlatable.com

e last thing a family of six needs
more chaos, especially at dinner.
drives me crazy,” reader Kim
hite said. “I have to pull out
ree things to find the one I need.”
ganizer Amanda LeBlanc’s first
ove was to replace fixed shelves
th adjustable ones, which allowed
r to fit two more of them. She
o added storage via a rail of
nging baskets on the door. Then
e collected entire categories of
od in labeled bins—which you
n do even if you don’t have a
ntry—so nobody has to play
nd the farfalle.”

e #2: The Pantry

A few of this
pantry’s problems:
unorganized shelves
and lots of wasted
space up top.

is a smart spot to hang a
corkboard for grocery lists
and meal plans.

4 The back of the door

holds up to three dozen
cans. Plus you won’t lose
track of cans in the back.
Gravity Can Feed, $22.50;
theamandas.com

3 A triple-tiered organizer

baskets mean you can
accommodate your tallest
item without wasting
space. FreedomRail,
about $350 as shown;
organizedliving.com

2 Adjustable shelves and

access most between eye
and waist level. Save the
hardest-to-reach spots,
such as the very top shelf,
for bulky stuﬀ you use once
in a blue moon.

1 Store the things you

Amanda LeBlanc says
storing food in the right
place and in the right
container makes for an
efficient pantry.

Dinner order
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A pair of sliding mesh baskets
brings order to any shelf. $32;
casa.com

These cereal
fans stock
multiple
kinds, front
and center.

VARIETY
SHOW
5
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Fabric sacks keep
onions and garlic fresh
longer. $8.99 and $11.99;
shopmastrad.com
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Pump the tops to mak

An aver
door ba
has 13 s
feet of p
storage
space.

DOOR

Hang scarves with your clothes
for eﬀortless accessorizing. $6.95;
crateandbarrel.com

ader Annie Brezek’s stuﬀedthe-gills closet wasn’t so much
ring her clothes as holding them
stage. “I can never get anything
and if I do, it’s wrinkled,”
e said. “It’s aggravating. I end
always wearing the same thing.”
ofessional organizer Rachel
risik prescribed a thorough
rdrobe edit plus underbed
rage for oﬀ-season stuﬀ. Then
e raised the bar (literally) to
eate more space down low for
oes and—ta-da!—a dresser that
ts folded clothes in a much
ndier spot.

e #3: The Closet

No closet is meant
to hold so much
stuf f. A third of
it must go!

and bags, or stacks of
sweaters, upright and
organized. Acrylic Shelf
Dividers, $54 for four;
clos-ettetoo.com

2 Dividers keep purses

your wardrobe: First, sort
your clothes into like piles
(pants with pants, etc.). As
you go, toss what you can
part with—especially if it’s
stained, torn, or doesn’t fit
today—into trash or donate
piles. Now, try on each
remaining piece. Do you feel
fabulous? If yes, it stays.
If not, out it goes. Store
keepers on slim, felt-flocked
hangers to save space.

1 Here’s how to streamline

If you right-size your
wardrobe, then add some
of Rachel Strisik’s clever
solutions, every day
can have a smooth start.

Good
mornings

BEFORE

This lightweight unit stores
16 pairs. Better Homes and
Gardens® shoe organizer,
$24.88; walmart.com
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Keep jewelry
right in the
closet for
easier outfit
creation.

FINISHING
TOUCH

1
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Tuck a large wire bas
your closet as a hand
$39; landofnod.com

Get offseason stuff
out of sight,
but not out of
mind (in case
you need it).

TOP SHELF

